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Executive Summary 

The South Carolina Department of Revenue has made important progress addressing the key 
issues of our strategic plan. In accomplishing our mission, we have the opportunity to impact 
almost every citizen of our state. Therefore, it is even more important that we manage our 
enterprise in a customer-focused, fair, and efficient manner. 

Three primary components shape our agency's ways of doing business and managing our 
processes: (1) strategic planning and annual business planning; (2) total quality management; 
and (3) performance measurement. 

Our strategic plan tells us what we need to do. Our annual business plan contains action 
initiatives that tie directly to the strategic plan. All work groups in the agency participate in this 
annual planning process. Through the use of quality improvement principles, we both identify 
and address improvement opportunities. Performance measurement enables us to gauge 
effectiveness and efficiency. Through the identification of important performance measures, 
each of our operating divisions are using control charts to analyze results on which to base 
management decisions. We see the next logical step in this journey as moving toward Activity 
Based Costing to better measure yield on investment, while continuing to benchmark our 
processes to assure best practices. We have already begun an in-depth review of our mission, 
vision, values, and strategic directions for FY 2000 implementation using our development 
model. 

Despite budget reductions, 12.3 percent decrease in staff, and 30 percent increase in workload 
since 1991, through the combined use of these principles; total collections have increased 64.2 
percent. Enforced collections have risen 113 percent. Average dollars collected per employee 
have risen from $4.5 million in 1991 to $8.05 million in 1999. Our cost of collection has 
decreased 31.1 percent. We lead the nation in percent of returns filed electronically per capita 
(31 percent), a more cost-efficient processing method. 

At the same time an April1999 independent statewide customer satisfaction survey conducted 
by the University of South Carolina showed that of those participants who had contact with us 
during the last year, the department met or exceeded the expectations of the customer. 

Important initiatives this year included a number of strategies to improve tax compliance, 
provide quality customer service, wisely manage our fiscal and human resources, and 
continuously improve. We continue to work cooperatively with the federal government, sister· 
states, and other state and local agencies in many initiatives. 
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We continue to work with the Governor's Office, the General Assembly, and other state and 
local entities to create other legislative and regulatory initiatives designed to be as taxpayer 
friendly as possible. We will remain in constant communication with members of the General 
Assembly, the Governor's Office, and members of the general public. 

DOR has dedicated effort toward developing a quality organizational culture and processes since 
1989. This report is organized around all seven of the Malcolm Baldrige criteria. Business 
results are reported in Baldrige criteria 7. Additional results are reported by program area as 
requested. 
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The mission of the South Carolina Department of Revenue is to administer and enforce 
the revenue laws of this state in a manner warranting the highest degree of public 
confidence in our integrity, effectiveness and fairness. 

To accomplish this mission, the South Carolina Department of Revenue will: 

• Administer revenue laws in a fair and impartial manner; 

• Collect the correct amount of revenue due the State; 

• Advise and recommend improvements to the laws it administers; 

• Provide a professionally trained staff of employees; and 

• Continually improve the quality of its services and products. 
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Departmental Demographics and General Information 

Overview: The South Carolina Department of Revenue is a regulatory agency of South Carolina 
state government. First organized as the South Carolina Tax Commission in 1915, the agency 
was established to provide uniform property assessments and tax collections. In the 84 years 
since, the agency has grown to now administer some 40 taxes and collect more than $6.07 billion 
annually. Under massive restructuring of state government in 1993, the TaX. Commission was 
renamed the Department of Revenue and given authority over the licensing function of the 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission. 

Responsibilities. The Department of Revenue's primary responsibilities include administering 
and collecting the 32 state taxes, such as income tax, sales tax, manufacturing property tax, and 
retail business licenses. The department also regulates and licenses bingo operations, video poker 
locations, and alcoholic beverage permits. The scope of our responsibilities puts the Department 
of Revenue in direct contact with nearly every South Carolina resident and many nonresident 
taxpayers and corporations. 

Customers. Our major customers include individual income taxpayers, small business owners, 
corporate executive officers, certified public accountants, tax attorneys, industry associations, 
legislators, county officials, the executive branch of government, interstate associations of taxing 
officials, the IRS, and other state agencies. 

Vision Statement. The vision of the South Carolina Department of Revenue is to become the 
internationally recognized benchmark for effectiveness in government. Our foundation will be 
built on and every action guided by our department's values. The result will be an organization 
with: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Satisfied Customers 
Public Confidence 
Quality Products and Services 
Dedicated and Satisfied Employees 
Effective Leadership 

Quality requirements. It is our mission to administer revenue laws in a fair and impartial 
manner; collect the correct amount of revenue due the state; advise and recommend 
improvements to the laws we administer; provide a professionally trained staff of employees to 
service our customers; and continually improve the quality of our services and products. 
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Key issues. The five key issues of our strategic plan are: 

1. Improve Compliance 
2. Provide Quality Customer Service 
3. Make Effective Use of Resources to Support the Department's Activities and 

Responsibilities 
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4. Provide an Environment That Will Promote Attracting, Hiring, and Retaining the Highest 
Quality Employees 

5. Continuously Improve Department of Revenue Processes 

Workforce. The Department of Revenue has 755 full-time employees who work throughout 
South Carolina. The educational background required for employment varies from a high school 
degree for customer service employees to law degrees and certified public accountancy licenses. 
Eighty-one percent have some college, 42.1 percent of employees have bachelor degrees, 8.3 
percent have special graduate degrees, and 18.3 percent have a high school diploma or 
equivalent. In FY 1999, the Budget and Control Board authorized 31 "other funded" FTEs for 
the Regulatory Division pursuant to South Carolina Code §12-21-2720(F) (video poker 
regulation). 

Position. The Department of Revenue is considered a medium-sized state agency. There are no 
employee unions operating within the Department of Revenue. 

While the Department of Revenue does not compete directly with other state agencies or 
industries, we do face competition to keep our customers. Taxpayers who do not receive the help 

· they need may choose not to file a return or not to pay the required tax. 

Facilities. The work at the Department of Revenue is performed in nine taxpayer service centers 
and the agency headquarters office, for a total of 10 facilities. Some employees also work from 
satellite facilities. Oversight for the buildings is maintained by the Division of General Services, 
another arm of state government. 
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Leadership 

Senior leadership in the Department of Revenue is vitally involved in guiding the organization in 
setting direction, seeking future opportunities, and monitoring performance excellence. Elizabeth 
Carpentier has been Director of our Cabinet Agency since January 1999. Her senior 
management team consists of the Deputy Executive Administrator, Greg Frampton, the 
administrators of each major division, the quality coordinator, and the public affairs officer. This 
team provides leadership and direction to accomplish the vision, mission, and action on the key 
issues of our strategic plan. 

Vision Statement 

The South Carolina Department of Revenue will become the internationally recognized 
benchmark for effectiveness in government. Our foundation will be built on and every action 
guided by our department's values. The result will be an organization with: 

• Satisfied Customers 
• Public Confidence 
• Quality Products and Services 
• Dedicated and Satisfied Employees 
• Effective Leadership 

Our mission is on page 3 of this report. Our key issues are the means by which DOR will 
achieve our vision and mission. 

Key Issues 

1. Improve Compliance 
2. Provide Quality Customer Service 
3. Make Effective Use of Resources to Support the Department's Activities and 

Responsibilities 
4. Provide an Environment That Will Promote Attracting, Hiring, and Retaining the Highest 

Quality Employees 
5. Continuously Improve Department of Revenue Processes 

Our values represent our guiding principles or the things about which we care most as we carry 
out our mission. Our intent is to demonstrate these beliefs in all our dealings with our 
customers, both external and internal. These values include: Customer Satisfaction, Equal 
Treatment, Honesty, Quality, Data-Based Decision Making, Knowledge, Teamwork, Open 
Communication, Recognition, and Accountability. 
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The senior leadership team is a critical link in both development and deployment of our strategic 
plan and annual business plans. Their role and the involvement of all employees in the annual 
planning process is described in detail in the following section of this report. Senior leaders 
personally participate in establishing the annual business plan. They monitor the quarterly 
business plan progress reports and performance measure results. 

Senior leaders establish and reinforce the environment for innovation and empowerment by 
living their commitment to continuous improvement and results orientation. Our senior leaders 
have been trained in fourth generation management principles, team leadership, and Baldrige 
criteria. Our senior leaders are recognized for their abilities statewide and nationally through 
their positions in many professional organizations and task forces. The 1999 Federation of Tax 
Administration award for exemplary leadership went to Greg Frampton. This national award is 
given to a person who exemplifies excellence in leadership of a revenue agency. The 
administrator of our IRM division also won this award several years ago for his national 
leadership in technology. The department was the first state agency to receive the Governor's 
Quality Achiever Award. We established this year a proactive pilot project for Executive 
Leadership Development to ensure that our future senior leaders have both the skills and 
experience to excel and continue the tradition of excellence in leadership. We are in the second 
year of a mentoring program in which senior leaders are matched one-on-one with developing 
agency employees. 

The Department of Revenue demonstrates its public responsibilities and practices good 
citizenship in many ways. Public trust is a vital component of maintaining high levels of 
voluntary compliance with the state's tax laws. Demonstrating customer focus and our values of 
equal treatment, honesty, and accountability are essential. Our methods of accomplishing 
customer focus and listening to their concerns and problems are detailed in pages 13 through 15 
of this report. We assure ethical business practices proactively through policy and training. 
Several teams work annually ( 1) to ensure compliance with implementation of new statutes; (2) 
to identify suggested improvements to the laws; and (3) to promulgate advisory opinions and 
regulations to assist taxpayers. Direct e-mail, the Problems Resolution Office, monthly 
interviews, and the Taxpayer Advocate are avenues for citizens to resolve concerns. Taxpayer 
errors and calls are monitored to identify where improvements are needed. 

The Department of Revenue is a leading agency in the government community. On the state 
level, our employees lead or participate in multi-agency teams to improve the processes of 
government. We have ·trained not only our employees, but also many from other agencies in the 
quality skills and tools. We regularly facilitate teams in other agencies. We are actively 
involved with professional groups in leadership roles such as with the Federation of Tax 
Administrators (FTA) Best Practices and Benchmarking Team. Several of our employees serve. 
in critical leadership roles in many of the national electronic commerce efforts in tax 
administration. 
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We also partner with business groups, such as the State Chamber and the Trucking Association 
on joint projects. Our collaboration with state partners includes the Employment Security 
Commission, Department of Health and Environmental Control, Labor, Licensing and 
Regulation, and the Budget and Control Board to name a few. We frequently are called upon to 
make presentations to a wide variety of audiences about both taxation and our quality leadership 
approach. 

Our agency actively supports other community groups, such as the United Way, Cooperative 
Ministries, the Red Cross, Harvest Hope Food Bank, and First Ladies' Walk for Cancer. Our 
employees actively support the Governor's emphasis on education through voluntary individual. 
contributions of time and money to agency public education projects, purchase of"Apple" 
license plates, and inclusion of school readiness tips on tax forms. 

Public responsibility and citizenship begin with leadership. Our senior leadership team has 
modeled the importance of these issues through their individual participation and through 
policies and training that reinforce our responsibility and customer focus. 
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Strategic Planning 

The Department of Revenue's strategic plan is the basis for both our long- and short-term 
planning processes. We are in the sixth year of implementation of our strategic planning model. 
The process of creating DOR's strategic plan involved an intense study of the department from 
the viewpoint of both our external and internal stakeholders. Our plan is the .combined efforts of 
many groups and individuals who play an important part in our ultimate success. The steps are: 

THE STRATEGIC PLANNING MODEL 

SWOT Analysis Stakeholder 
Analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) 

Setting Strategic 
Direction 

l' 

Gaining Commitment 
to Plan 

l 

Evaluating +-

Improvement 
Implementing the 

Plan 

Identifying Key 
Issues 

l 

Developing Strategies 

Stakeholder analysis includes not only our employees, but also external stakeholders such as 
business and non-business taxpayers, elected officials, tax practitioners, and state, federal, and 
local government partners. During SWOT analysis, we do external scans on trends in 
technology, federal mandates affecting our mission, demographic trends, and other relevant 
topics. Internal analysis focuses on evaluating strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities for 
improvement in our culture, human resources, structure, systems and processes, services, and 
technology. · · 

Using the input from all sources, the leadership team formulated statements of mission, values, 
and vision to reflect DOR's strategic direction. The key issues and strategies to accomplish our 
mission and vision are: 

ISSUE 1. IMPROVE COMPLIANCE 
Strategies: 
A. Educate customers on their legal requirements. 
B. Ease the burden of compliance for customers. 
C. Take an active role in the review oflegislation and recommend improvements for simplicity, understanding and 

ease of compliance. 
D. Identify and address areas of unintentional noncompliance. 
E. Discourage willful noncompliance with focused enforcement action. 



ISSUE 2: PROVIDE QUALITY CUSTOMER SERVICE 
Strategies: 

A. Determine the needs and expectations of customers. 
B. Demonstrate our department's values to all customers through our actions. 
C. Establish media and marketing strategies for services provided. 
D. Simplify and consolidate processes that affect customers. 
E. Improve the quality of written communication to our customers. 
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F. Reduce the burden of compliance for customers through cooperative agreements with other governmental 
agencies and industries affecting the customer. 

ISSUE 3: MAKE EFFECTIVE USE OF RESOURCES TO SUPPORT THE DEPARTMENT'S ACTIVITIES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
Strategies: 
A. Evaluate facility needs and make the best use of our space. 
B. Evaluate and make proper staffing allocations. 
C. Determine tools and equipment needs and make proper allocations. 
D. Maximize use of resources to support delivery of services without regard to jurisdictional boundaries. 

ISSUE 4: PROVIDE AN ENVIRONMENT THAT WILL PROMOTE A TIRACTING, HIRING AND 
RETAINING THE HIGHEST QUALITY EMPLOYEES 
Strategies: 
A. Actively recruit the best employees. 
B. Promote an organizational culture that helps employees function to the best of their abilities. 
C. Improve the classification and compensation system to appropriately recognize employee contributions. 
D. Provide appropriate and timely employee training. 

ISSUE 5: CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE PROCESSES 
Strategies: 
A. Use Total Quality Management as the basis for improvement. 
B. Focus on processes that add value. 
C. Use measurement to determine progress on improvements. 
D. Take advantage of technology to improve processes. 
E. Continuously improve the planning process. 

Deployment of this plan involves all Department of Revenue employees. Each year each natural 
work team and project team sets objectives that target one or more of the strategies. Our Annual 
Business Plan addresses improvement opportunities at the team, operating division, and agency 
level. Progress is reported quarterly. Planning is an annual cyclical process that we believe not 
only aligns employee efforts with the issues of most importance to our agency, but also helps us 
monitor progress and use resources wisely. New employees are oriented to the agency and this 
process in a course we call "DOR-101." 

Performance measures help us track and evaluate our progress. The measures were identified 
and prioritized by all divisions, and they tie directly to the issues of the strategic plan. They 
include items that are important to our customers and that address efficient use of resources. 
These include cycle time reduction, error rates, customer service satisfaction, electronic filing 
rates, and enforced collections. We also participate in a benchmarking project with the 
Federation of Tax Administrators to identify best practices. 
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We see strategic planning, quality improvement, and performance measurement as three major 
interlocking pieces of a puzzle. Our strategic plan is our compass that directs our long-term 
paths; quality is the way we will accomplish the plan; and performance measures help us gauge 
how well we've succeeded. 
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Customer and Market Focus 

Through our strategic planning process, the Department of Revenue's external customer and 
stakeholder groups have been identified as: individual taxpayers, business taxpayers, regulated 
businesses, tax practitioners, elected officials, federal, state, and local governments. These 
groups provide input and feedback on department processes. A variety of methods are employed 
to determine customer and market requirements and expectations. These include: 

• Workshops 
• Forms Design Teams and Focus Groups 
• Publications 
• Taxpayer Assistance and Taxpayer Advocate 
• Tax Helpline 
• Stakeholder Interviews 
• Participation in Regional and National Analysis 
• Continuous Monitoring of Legislative Activities 

The department has conducted the Clemson Workshops since 1960 in various state regions to 
update taxpayers on tax laws and forms revisions. Other regional workshops on various tax 
matters are also conducted. The Clemson Workshops allow us to gain valuable input to our 
processes. Additionally, this past year, the department included tax practitioners, tax 
accountants, and CP As in our forms design teams. This allows the customers to provide input 
regarding the content and format of information on our tax forms. 

The department stays in constant contact with federal, state, and local governments to determine 
how best to address their needs. One example is the annual workshops coordinated by the · 
Department of Revenue for county officials. These workshops have been lauded by participants 
as most informative and helpful, even when the message is not always to their liking. 

The Department of Revenue has structured ways in which to educate and to respond to our 
customers. The first Sales Tax newsletter was published this year, which answers many 
questions of that particular customer group. Informational brochures on tax topics, along with 
our long-standing publication Revenews, continue to inform the public. These publications 
along with other tax information, tax policies, tax regulations, and opinions are all located on our 
web site to be accessible to our wide audience. 

The department provides taxpayer assistance officers in each of our nine taxpayer service 
centers, as well as at the main office, and employs a Taxpayer Advocate to assist taxpayers. 
These positions, along with the department's problems resolution office, are used not only as a 
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way in which to assist our customers, but also as a mechanism to listen, to learn what trends are 
emerging, and to determine if changes in strategic direction are required. 

A tax helpline is also employed to answer routine taxpayer questions. Each April the department 
conducts a "forms drive-by" to allow taxpayers the ability to pick up their state and federal tax 
forms without leaving their automobile. Feedback on this service has been overwhelmingly 
positive. 

In response to customer input for product/service features, the department employs a wide 
variety of methods in which our customers can file their taxes. Our web site features individual. 
tax filings, as well as a method of accessing information and the status of refunds. Expanded 
Internet filing will be available this year along with telefile, electronic filing, and the traditional 
paper filing methods. We also now accept credit card payments for delinquent taxes via an 
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system. 

The Department of Revenue is participating as one of the pilot states in the Federation of Tax 
Administrators (FTA) Best Practices and Benchmarking project, which is designed to measure 
the output and outcomes of our processes. This will allow us to determine the effectiveness of 
our processes as compared to similar processes in other states. 

Activity Based Costing is yet another area towards which the department is moving in an effort 
to provide the state the best value for our citizens tax dollars. This process will enable the 
department to evaluate the services provided on a cost basis and determine whether there are 
other more cost effective methods for providing and enhancing the services offered our 
customers. 

The department has employed several methods to collect customer and stakeholder satisfac~ion 
input and to determine the strength of our relationships. These include: 

• Monthly Customer Satisfaction Interviews 
• Customer Comment Cards 
• Annual Customer Satisfaction Survey 
• County Office Visits 
• Interviews with Elected Officials 

Managers in our nine taxpayer service center offices conduct monthly satisfaction interviews 
with customers who have had some recent contact with the Department of Revenue. Interviews 
have resulted in predominately positive feedback and many good suggestions for improving our_ 
processes. 
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Customers are encouraged to provide feedback on aspects of our services through postage paid 
customer comment cards, which are available in all of our offices. The department asks 
customers about the length of time to be served, accu.racy of information received, and courtesy 
and helpfulness of our staff. Information is used to pinpoint any potential problem areas and to 
recognize the fme efforts of our staff. 

In another effort to monitor public perceptions of our services, we have developed a set of 
questions about service delivery and participate in the University of South Carolina Institute of 
Public Affairs Biannual Survey of the South Carolina Public. Questions address issues on 
familiarity with the Department of Revenue, general impressions of the department, contact with 
the department, and a series of satisfaction measures focused on overall service delivery, speed 
of service, attitude of department employees, quality of information received, and the ease of the 
process. Questions asked in the Spring 1999 survey have been asked since 1996, giving the 
department trend data. The results of this year's survey are located later in this report. 

Continuous improvement means we do not stand on our laurels. Several initiatives will enhance 
customer satisfaction and Department of Revenue's responsiveness. The department is 
exploring the possibility of becoming the central collection point for state debt. We already 
have had positive reactions from pilot partnering agencies such as DHEC and institutions of 
higher education. We are also exploring the feasibility of implementing a master registration 
application for business taxpayers that would limit the number of applications and government 
offices with which businesses must currently interface. More electronic filing and collection 
options are being implemented. 
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Information and Analysis 

The department has in place an effective performance based measurement system consisting of 
124 identified measures. The measures were developed by the divisions to reflect the 
information needed to make data-based decisions to either monitor system inputs, outputs, and 
outcomes, or to improve the systems by eliminating special and common cause variations. 
Many of the measures are a result of our discussions and inputs with users of our systems, both 
internal and external. We look to taxpayers, tax groups, the Governor's Office, the General 
Assembly and suppliers to identify those items which each feels reflect the productivity of the 
department. Of the 124 divisional measures, the management team prioritized 21 as agency 
wide performance measures. These measures are tracked daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and 
or annually to insure that systems are operating properly to provide service delivery. 

The department has hired a full-time employee whose responsibilities include working with our 
Management Team and individual employees to develop performance measures that help to 
make everyday, fact-based decisions and system improvements. Selection of proper indicators 
and tracking the data for timely use in projection of workloads, delivery of quality customer 
service, and proper allocation of agency resources according to our Strategic Plan have become 
an integral part of the everyday work life of our management and employees. 

The department is an integral part of a national movement by state revenue departments to 
identify performance measures that cross departmental lines so that revenue departments can 
benchmark against these measures and identify best practices. To date 35 national performance 
measures have been identified to measure service delivery. -Areas being measured link directly 
to customer satisfaction, compliance, rework, timely deposits, recognition of funds, and 
migration to taxpayer friendly systems. Many of the measures demonstrate effective use of 
resources. Items which measure cost of collection, increased workload, error resolution, and 
human resources give the department an accurate reflection of its operating position in 
comparison to other revenue departments. 

The department has developed senior leadership performance appraisal systems that are tied to 
Baldrige criteria. The criteria include performance measures which are directly related to each 
administrator's area of responsibility. The performance measures are tied to each ofthe 
department's critical process areas which are: 

• Administration 
• Registration & Licensing 
• Revenue Processing 
• Compliance 
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• Dispute Resolution 
• Guidance, Education & Marketing. 

The major performance measures tie directly to these critical processes and the key issues of the 
strategic plan. The department measures improved compliance by monitoring enforced 
collections, fraud referrals, cases prosecuted, and cases won. Additionally, the department uses 
taxpayer feedback from focus groups and partners to identify statutes which will maximize 
voluntary compliance and reduce the burden of compliance. The department develops 
legislation and tracks bills through the legislative process to insure that taxpayer-favorable 
legislation is passed to reduce the compliance burden on taxpayers. 

The department is in the beginning stages of using Activity Based Costing to determine the cost 
associated with each of our numerous processes. Likewise, a process mapping of systems is 
occurring so that we can fix a cost to these systems. In doing so, administrators can use the 
information in making fact-based decisions on allocation of dollars and personnel to achieve 
effective use of resources. 

Many of our performance measures are geared to customer expectations. One of these measures 
is the cycle time for issuance of income tax refunds. In most instances, a request for refund is 
the single transaction individual taxpayers have with the department annually. It is imperative 
that we deliver the refunds in a timely fashion. Another is timely deposits of revenue. Our 
external customers, the Governor, and General Assembly expect the department to deposit 
revenues timely so that the maximum earnings on investments can be realized. 

Other systems and processes the department continually monitors are electronic fund 
transactions, and electronically filed returns. By monitoring these items the senior leadership is 
ever cognizant of comparisons with other revenue departments and any reduced cost associated 
with operating in an electronic commerce environment. 

The department measures alignment with our key human resource measures by looking at our 
recruiting practices to insure that the department is hiring the most qualified individuals. The 
department's tracking of turnover rate allows for the constant review of reasons employees 
leave the department so that management can address issues directly related to employee 
departure. 
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Human Resource Focus 

The Department of Revenue has identified its core business processes and their respective 
stakeholders. Work and feedback mechanisms are organized around these functions. They are: 
(1) Registration and Licensing; (2) Guidance, Education, and Marketing; (3) Revenue 
Processing; (4) Compliance; (5) Dispute Resolution; and (6) Administration and Support. 

Our operating divisions are accountable for design, implementation, and continual improvement 
of processes within these core functions. Each division has work teams that have specific 
responsibilities. These work teams involve 755 permanent, 31 other funded, and 129 temporary 
employees in 10 locations in South Carolina and five major metropolitan areas in the United 
States. To succeed, these teams are empowered to cross team and/or division lines to 
communicate issues and collaborate to optimize service delivery. Cross-divisional work teams 
are chartered to work on substantive improvement and implementation issues. 

The initiative, flexibility and innovation of DOR's employees are key to our success. Providing 
an environment that will promote attracting, hiring, and retaining the highest qualified 
employees is key issue four of our strategic plan. Recruitment is the first step. Many of our 
jobs require associates, bachelors, or advanced specialized degrees. Therefore, our recruitment 
strategy involves representation at college career days around the state; participation in targeted 
career fairs for immediate openings, such as the State Government Career Fair; contact with 
accounting professors in state colleges; and use of diverse access methods (Internet postings and 
application forms, dial-a-job recordings, fax). 

Formal job development plans or career paths are in place for 65 percent of our non

management workforce. These include tax technicians, tax examiners, revenue officers, tax 
auditors, property analysts, taxpayer assistance, and criminal investigators. We are unique in 
South Carolina government in providing this benefit to this degree. Specific skills, duties, and 
training are required for certification and progression to the next step of each plan. Each such 
employee can reach the top of the individual plan with dedicated effort. Tuition reimbursement 
and variable work hours are also available to assist those interested in completing accounting 
hours or degree requirements to qualify for entry into another job area in our agency. Our low 
turnover rate reinforces our belief in the effectiveness of these programs. 

Our compensation system is based upon market studies, internal equity, and available funding. 
The Department of Revenue has chosen to reinforce its emphasis on teamwork, customer focus, 
and organizational results by aligning discretionary increases (merit and bonuses) with success in 
these areas. The importance of these factors is reinforced in communication of these increases. 
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Formal and informal recognition is another key factor in our success. Our Suggestions, Thanks 
and Recognition (STAR) program promotes both individual and team recognition. In addition, 
suggestions for improvement are actively solicited through this program and are stressed 
personally by the Director. Quarterly visits are made to the nine taxpayer service centers and at 
the central office for the STAR awards. Senior management is represented at all of these 
fimctions. 

The Department of Revenue has been recognized in state government and in our profession for 
its progressive and sustained efforts to improve employee skills through training and 
development. Beginning with the hiring process, we send all new employees a booklet before . 
the first day of work that introduces them to the mission, vision, values, structure, and functions 
of our agency. That information is reinforced by structured checklists for supervisors and a 
training session for new employees (DOR-1 01 ). The senior management team comes to each 
class and participants have the opportunity to experience the flow of work through the agency to 
better understand our mission. 

Both formal and informal needs assessments are continuing processes that help identify specific 
skill needs. The methods of assessment span the spectrum of individual conversations to formal 
focus groups. Throughout the year we offer many formal classes that target the identified needs 
in areas such as tax law, computer systems, computer software, quality, and leadership. All 
career paths require formal training that is systematically built into the plan. Additional courses 
are targeted to specific needs, such as project management, negotiation skills, speed reading, and 
business writing. External conferences and seminars also help us keep current with industry 
trends. 

In addition, we have taken specific steps to improve the skills of those who deliver both on-the
job training (OJT) and classroom training. We use a nationally benchmarked course design and 
delivery process that uses accelerated learning techniques. Evaluations are a structured part of all 
courses, and we continue to improve our long-term strategies to evaluate training effectiveness. 

Technology is a growing resource for us in training. Our resource rings, or Intranet discussion 
groups for our major tax areas, have been a key addition to our training efforts this year. We 
have begun to use some distance learning technology and anticipate this will be a growing 
strategy. 

The Department of Revenue is a state benchmark for quality improvement and leadership 
training. For the last 10 years we have introduced our employees to the quality tools and process 
through our quality training plan. We have trained many employees from other state agencies . 
through our courses and will continue this collaborative effort. This year's addition to our 
leadership curriculum was our Executive Leadership (XD) program which was benchmarked 
using best practices of successful Fortune 500 companies. Individual 360 degree feedback is a 
cornerstone of the XD program development process. 
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Employee well-being and satisfaction is a significant indicator of return on our investment. Our 
measures include results of focus groups, exit interview feedback, turnover, absenteeism, and 
grievance statistics. We couple the diversified state benefits package with other initiatives that 
have proved successful. A formal mentoring program is available to all employees. Our annual 
Health and Benefits Fair highlights options and is complemented by ongoing health screenings 
and benefit support throughout the year. We began focused attention on ergonomics this year. 
Tuition reimbursement and variable work hours assist employees in balancing their lives and 
professional development n~eds. The availability of a laundry service, ATM, and postal 
services in the main office building have been well received. Job-sharing is an option we use on 
a limited basis. The Employee Assistance Program is available to all employees. Our diversity 
initiatives are monitored through EEO statistics, and we have made significant progress this 
year. 
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Process Management 

The department constantly researches and reviews the systems of other revenue departments and 
similar entities in the private sector for processes to enhance the delivery of services to 
taxpayers. Prior to centralization in Columbia all levies were handle by field personnel, which 
was determined to be inefficient and costly. The development and implementation of the 
centralized levy system is indicative of how the department designs, implements, and improves 
systems. The department uses natural work teams to identify personnel and system issues 
related to any proposed programmatic implementation or change. In performing analysis, a cost 
benefit review determines the return on investment. The department uses the quality tool to 
plan, do, check, and act (PDCA) in implementing any system. 

Evaluations of service are keyed to technology advances in the work place. Every design is 
driven with the taxpayer in mind. Ease of compliance and reduction in burden are the key 
components in any service the department delivers. In the last year, the department has used the 
Internet and electronic methods to address the issues of compliance and burden. Taxpayers are 
now allowed to file returns via the Internet, by telefile (use of telephone), and other electronic 
means. Over 41 percent or 500,000 returns of our total refund requests of 1.2 million are now 
performed in a non-paper environment which allows the department to deliver refunds quicker 
and less expensively. 

The department is using electronic funds transfer to reduce investment opportunity loss. Over 
the past five years the department has consistently increased the number of returns and dollars 
deposited through electronic means. Over 44.2 percent of all funds are now handled in an 
electronic fashion. This year 1,500 of the largest corporate filers began filing by electronic 
funds transfer. As more taxpayers are moved towards electronic filing methods, revenue dollars 
will be available for earlier investment by the State Treasurer, thus increasing General Fund 
Revenue. 

The department has performed all the front-end analysis on implementing an Electronic Data 
Interchange (EDI) format for filing sales and use tax returns. With implementation scheduled 
for December 1999, over 2,500 taxpayers will file complicated sales and use tax returns via 
electronic commerce, which will eliminate the need for DOR keypunching. Over $1.2 billion 
will be remitted with EDI returns. The implementation of the sales and use tax EDI program 
will raise the number of electronically deposited dollars to over 55 percent of the funds collected 
by the department. Additionally an estimated $500,000 will be generated from earlier depositing 
of revenue. 

Use of credit and debit cards for payment of current and delinquent debt is a trend for the future. 
The department has developed and implemented a system for payment by credit card for 
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delinquent debt, and will soon implement their use for electronic transactions. This convenience 
will allow taxpayers to make payment with electronic transmission of returns. Thus far the 
department has collected in excess of $100,000 in delinquent tax by credit card payment. The 
department is developing educational pamphlets and including information with returns to notify 
taxpayers of the credit card payment method. 

Partnerships with local political subdivisions and other state agencies in the arena of debt 
collection continues to produce beneficial results. The department serves as a central delinquent 
debt collection depository for these entities. For FY 1998-1999, the department offset over 
180,000 refunds to fulfill debt obligations incurred by taxpayers with state and local entities. 

The department is anticipating its direction as it moves into the next millennium. Already the 
department has identified core functions that transcend agency boundaries. The department is 
structuring itselfto be the statewide debt collector for all state and local agencies. Additionally, 
the department is looking toward handling the remittance processing and registration function 
for the entire state. In doing so, the department is providing a mechanism to reduce the cost of 
waste and duplication in government and to reduce the burden of compliance by our customers. 
The department envisions itself as competing with private enterprises to perform services which 
in the past the State contracted to private entities. 
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Business Results 

Customer Focus. The department uses a market based survey conducted by the University of 
South Carolina to determine customer satisfaction with service delivery. The survey indicates 
that 90.6 percent of the time the department met or exceeded the expectations with the service 
delivery. The trend over the last four years has been an increase in customer satisfaction. 

Customer Satisfaction With Service Provided 
*Asked Only Respondents Who Had Contact With The Department In The Past Year 

6D'Yo 

50% 

4D'Yo 

3D'Yo 

20% 

10% 

D'Yo 

1996 1997 1998 1999 

0 Very Satlsfted • Somewhat Satisfied • Very Dissatisfied 

• Somewhat Dissatisfied • Neither 

The customer satisfaction measure looks at customer service as measured by the University of South Carolina . 
survey. The respondents who had contact with us overwhelmingly indicated in all four years that they are satisfied 
with our services. 
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The ability of department employees to respond to walk-in and telephone solicitation is an 
integral part of our daily activities. The department maintains data reflecting abandonment rate 
on incoming telephone calls as well as queue time. These two items measure our ability to 
answer incoming calls in a timely fashion. Failure to respond timely means dissatisfied 
customers. 

• 720,000 taxpayers visit or call district offices to receive customer service. The total contacts 
have grown slightly over the last years with a majority of the contacts coming in the months 
of January through May. (Income Tax Filing Season) 

Customer Focus and Customer Satisfaction can best be exhibited through the delivery of service 
to the taxpayer. Data captured depict a noticeable increase in the number of refunds delivered to 
the taxpayer within 30 days. Of total individual refunds delivered, 4 7.3 percent were delivered 
to the taxpayer in 30 days or less. The department is focusing its efforts to provide additional 
electronic filing opportunities to taxpayers to expedite the refund processing system. 

During FY 1998-1999, the department along with other state agencies and local political 
subdivisions, continued to further their partnerships through the income refund offset program. 
A steady increase has occurred reducing the delinquent debts of both state and local 
governments. 

Financial and Market Results. The primary areas for analysis are enforced collections, 
lost investment opportunity, deposits by electronic funds transfer, filing by electronic means, and 
voluntary compliance. 

Enforced collections flattened out in FY 1998-1999. The department collected approximately 
the same amount of dollars through enforcement methods-audits, collections and criminal 
prosecutions, as in the previous year. Prior to FY 1998-1999, an increase in enforced collections 
of 45 percent occurred in the prior two years. The reduction in FY 1998-1999 is directly 
attributable to the Internal Revenue Service's discontinuing participation in the income tax 
refund offset program, and lack of federal Revenue Audit Reports and other commonly shared 
data bases. Enforced collections for FY 1999-2000 are 19 percent above prior year collections 
to date. Enforced collections in FY 1998-1999 are 82.6 percent above 1992. 
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Voluntary compliance rose from 95.2 percent in FY 1997-1998 to 95.5 percent in FY 1998-
1999. 

Voluntary Compliance 
APM 27- Voluntary Compliance (Percent) 
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A major portion of the increase in voluntary compliance can be attributed to criminal 
prosecutions in the prior year which reached an all-time high of 53. This year criminal 
prosecutions were 60. 
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Prosecutions 
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Fiscal year 1998-1999 was a banner year from the standpoint of electronically filed returns and 
electronic funds transfers. Forty-one percent of all individual refund request were made via 
electronic methods while over 44.2 percent of revenue deposited to the credit of the state was 
done through electronic funds transfer. 
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Human Resource Results. Recruiting qualified employees is the frrst step is assuring a 
highly qualified workforce. The percentage of new hires exceeding the minimum job 
requirements was 100 percent, and many of our minimum training and education requirements 
exceed those of the respective state job classification. 

Educational Levels 

II Masters or Above 

II Assoc. or Some College 

II Less than HS 

0 Bachelors 

HS orEquiv. 

We have made significant gains in attracting a diverse work population. Sixty-three percent of 
the total applications received were minority applications. We have reached parity in our 
executive level EEO category (E1) and are at or near parity in other categories. 

As to turnover, 28 employees retired last year ( 4 percent) and only 26 resigned (3 percent). Exit 
interviews overwhelmingly showed that those who resigned left for better individual job 
opportunities. Only one employee grievance was filed last year, but it was denied by the Office 
of Human Resources as an issue not covered under the Grievance Act. Seventeen compensable 
worker's compensation claims were filed this year and one was denied. 

Job development plans or career ladders help us both develop employee skill levels and reward 
individuals for their ability to apply those skills. Sixty-five percent of the non-managerial 
workforce is part of a formal job development plan. Our tuition reimbursement program paid for 
a total of 271 credit hours of employee development. Forty-one percent of our employees took 
advantage of our flexible work hour option to help them balance their professional and personal 
lives. Our recognition program (STAR) formally recognized 810 individuals and/or teams last 
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year for their contributions in one of seven different categories. Thirty individuals participated 
in our formal mentoring program this year. During the latter part of this year, we began a 
complete transition to leasing standardized, up-to-date computer technology to ensure all 
employees have the tools to do their jobs efficiently. 

Knowledge is vital to employee performance. We systematically address this through both 
internal and external training. 

Overall Training Hours Per Employee 
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Our employees attended a total of 17,856 hours of internal classroom training this year and 
5,260 hours of external training or conferences to help us keep current with industry trends and 
technology. This represents an average of 30.62 training hours per employee. The training 
hours per quarter has averaged 6.87 hours per employee for the past five years, excluding on
the-job training. This year 7,865 of the hours were in quality and leadership. The total training 
involved 3,271 student contacts. 
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Supplier and Partner Results. The department continues to build partnerships and 
relationships with customers and suppliers. The ability to enhance compliance at the state and 
local level has led the department toward collection of state and local debts. Over the last seven 
years, the number of income refund debt offsets has increased from 40,000 items per year to a 
high of 196,201 per year. The corresponding collections reflect an increase from the first year 
of implementation of $9.5 million to $41.7 million in the latest year. 

To enhance collection capabilities, the department has formed a partnership with collection 
agencies to collect out-of-state and some in-state delinquent debts. During FY 1998-1999, the 
private collection agencies collected $4,695,000 at a cost of 12 percent of the total amount 
collected. Not only has the dollar amount of collections increased annually, the collection fee 
has been reduced from 20 percent in the first year to 12 percent, which translates into increased 
revenue for the state. 

The department has initiated collaboration efforts with other state and local entities to collect 
their delinquent debts. Likewise a group of 11 state agencies are developing a single point 
registration form so that taxpayers will register with all agencies on one form, thus reducing 
excessive duplication in government and reducing the burden of compliance for taxpayers. 

Private Collections 
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Organizational Effectiveness Results. In analyzing the effectiveness of any revenue 
organization the national standard is the cost to collect each dollar of revenue. For the South 
Carolina Department of Revenue, the cost of collection has been declining from one cent for 
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every dollar collected in 1998 to seventy one hundredths of a cent in 1999. To measure 
effectiveness, the department benchmarks itself to several other states nationally and fared 
favorably. 

Cost of Collection 

APMII6-Administrative -Cost-Collection Rev. Dollars 
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The department reviews the number of returns processed by our employees and the average 
dollars collected to determine workload increase. Over the last eight years the number of returns 
processed by each employee at the department has increased from 5,207 to 7,753. Likewise 
collections have increased from $4,542,000 per employee to $8,007,000. Dramatic increases in 
workload and collection have occurred while incurring a 12.3 percent reduction in total 
employees over the same period. 



Description of Program 

Program Title: 

Program Rank: 

Program Cost: 

Tax Operations - Office Services 

1 

State: $7,153,293 
Federal: 
Earmarked: 
Other: 
TOTAL: 

$1,339,475 (Agency Fees) 
$8,492,7687 
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Program Goals: Responsible for the administration of the South Carolina Code of Laws and 
regulations as they relate to income tax on banks, savings and loan associations and insurance 
companies, income tax on corporations, license fees on utilities, income tax on individuals, 
income tax on fiduciaries, disposition of unclaimed property, tax-exempt corporations and 
partnerships, and the estate and gift tax statutes of the State. This program is responsible for the 
administration of the South Carolina Code of Laws and regulations by licensing and registering 
firms, individuals and contractors; furnishing tax report forms; processing tax documents; 
maintaining taxpayer files and records of entry; and processing claims for refunds and 
applications for machinery exemptions as they relate to the sales and use tax statutes of the State. 
The program generates notices to taxpayers who fail to file, proofs tax reports, assesses 
delinquent taxpayers, issues credit memoranda, generates audit leads, secures bonds from local 
and foreign contractors, and tracks their contractual activities in South Carolina. 

The program receives all monthly or quarterly returns, and computer audits for accuracy. This 
program is also responsible for administering the South Carolina Code of Laws and regulations 
for the business license tax laws, admission tax laws, and motor fuel (other than gasoline) tax 
laws. It collects admissions tax, documentary tax, electric power tax, registration fees, highway 
use tax, public recreation license tax, soft drink tax, forest product tax, and radioactive waste 
disposal tax. It issues licenses, carrier permits, and decals as required by law. This program 
provides a complete mail room facility and courier service. It provides the necessary pre-audit 
of income tax returns for data entry. 

Program Objectives: Develop systematic programs to identify and prosecute non-filers of 
income tax returns. 

Conduct periodic statewide mailings to all sales tax accounts educate account holders on law 
changes, common errors and other important requirements. 
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Expand the refund debt set off program and improve the process to include filing with 
electromagnetic media. 

Develop and make recommendations for the fmal notice before revocation letter. 

Review and consolidate the current process for issuing tax compliance letters to meet legal, 
administrative, and customer requirements. 

Develop mainframe letter for taxpayers exceeding the $3,000 maximum sales tax discount for 
in-state retailers or the $10,000 maximum discount for out-of-state vendors. Monitor the number. 
of errors associated with exceeding the maximum discount. 

Determine and address root causes of taxpayer errors generated on sales tax forms attributable to 
local option tax reporting (ST-3). 

Determine the number and types of errors received associated with the new Capital Project Tax 
to improve the process. 

Examine the procedures for processing electronically filed signature documents (form SC8453) 
and clearing computer-identified errors to optimize our use of time, technology and staff. 

Review the current storage systems for Income Office Audit section. This includes evaluation of 
storage of returns and information for our audits, IRS Revenue Agents Reports, and Estate. 

Implement secure office strategy. 

Develop front-end processing strategy to encompass scan/image based data and image capture, 
including recommendations for procedures development, forms design, and hardware/software 
sizing and configuration. 

Timely deposit all revenues received by the department for investment by the State Treasurer. 

Accurate registration, data capture and delivery of returns to ease the compliance burden of 
taxpayers. 

Timely issuance of requested refunds to taxpayers. 

Reconciliation of returns and the assessment of taxes or refunds affiliated with reconciliation. 

Program Results: Continuously improve Department of Revenue processes and improve 
compliance. 
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Returns Processed 



Program Title: 

Program Rank: 

Authority: 

Program Cost: 

Information Resource Management 

2 

SC Code §1-30-95 

State: 
Federal: 
Earmarked: 
Other: 
TOTAL: 

$5,886,164 

$6,403,884 (Agency Fees) 
$12,290,048 
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Program Goals: This program maintains master files and delinquent control notifications. It 
computer audits all sales and individual income tax returns, prepares statistical and accounting 
reports, balances all refunds issued as a result of overpayment of tax liability, and performs the 
necessary functions for key entry data, computer operations, and programming. It ensures 
computer capacity by continuous system updates. It maintains security of data processing 
records and continually updates computer operations and the knowledge and skills of 
programmers. This program provides the photocopy center, microfilm, records management, 
and forms design. It provides the system development effort. It operates and manages the video 
poker monitoring system. 

Program Objectives: Implement the option ofusing credit cards to collect debts. 

Measure and document the growth of the electronic funds transfer (EFT) program and the 
electronic data interchange (EDI) program; work to streamline processing procedures and to 
accommodate increased volume by maximizing use of available resources. 

Order reproducible federal tax forms for districts and use Internet links to access other states' tax 
forms to better assist taxpayers. 

Establish and maintain liaisons with local libraries and post offices to insure proper maintenance 
of forms and to provide other information about the department's services. 

Evaluate newly implemented computer systems to determine that proper internal controls are in 
place. 

Develop a calendar of due dates of all taxes and the dates for the various failure-to-file runs. Post 
calendars to provide staff with an awareness of the anticipated mail volume fluctuations. Utilize 
calendar to assist in determining staffmg needs. 
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Promote continual growth in the volume of alternatively (e.g. Internet or electronic) filed 
returns. 

Design and implement a new Alcoholic Beverage Licensing (ABL) system which is integrated 
with the department's other (SCATS, BTR, TAS and ARMS/ACS) systems. 

Plan and coordinate implementation of a video gaming monitoring system by legislated date. 

Continue to enhance agency information processing systems to make test plan to insure they are 
all year-2000 compliant. 

Complete the online and batch system for the Employer Withholding system. 

Develop an electronic commerce strategy which encompasses returns filing, updating of data 
files, tax payment, and forms ordering, EDI, EFT, interactive voice response (IVR), fax, and the 
Internet using available technologies. 

Develop storage and retrieval architecture which will provide for secure electronic storage and 
responsive retrieval of tax documents, both those electronically received and those scanned from 
paper originals. 

Develop and implement a motor carrier property tax system. 

Implement sales tax electronic data interchange (ED I) filing program. 

Implement and improve the system to allow taxpayers to file South Carolina individual income 
tax returns over the Internet. 

Expand Telefile system to (1) include married filing jointly, (2) upgrade central hardware, and 
(3) install remaining satellite systems. 

Acquire Direct Access Storage Device (DASD) space as a means of cutting computer cost. 

Program Results: Continuously improve Department of Revenue processes and provide quality 
customer service. 
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Percent of Electronic Filed Returns 
Thru May 3, 1999 (FTA) 
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Program Title: Tax Operations - Field Services 

Program Ranking: 3 

Program Cost: State: 
Federal: 
Earmarked: 
Other: 
TOTAL: 

$11,802,874 

$453,157 (Agency Fees) 
$12,256,031 
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Program Goals: This program is responsible for all field audits and delinquency collections, 
both domestic and foreign for all taxes. 

It maintains statewide coverage through 9 taxpayer service centers. The program audits of 
individual and corporations operating in the State, with out-of-state and in-state headquarters, to 
ascertain if a tax liability or overpayment exists. It assists taxpayers in complying with the tax 
statutes of the State. 

Program Objectives: Increase use of a managed audit concept. 

Increase the use of statistical sampling and computer assisted audit program through taxpayer 
education and in-house training. 

Implement the process of assessing withholding tax against responsible party statewide. 

Pilot the joint Department of Revenue/Internal Revenue Service collection project. 

Establish procedures legislatively for the Department of Labor, Licensing and Regulation (LLR) 
to confirm taxes paid prior to issuance of licenses by that agency. 

Standardize the documentation required from taxpayer when verifying a claim for refund. 

Develop a corporate partnership program modeled after successful IRS programs to provide tax 
information and assistance to employees through the corporation, such as forms, tax tips, tax 
preparation help, publications, etc. 

Create an information guide for admissions tax to assist taxpayers with tax compliance. 

Design a post-audit interview questionnaire and track results. 

Increase other outside state agency delinquent collections. 
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Implement extra public assistance during key taxpayer usage times to enhance customer service. 

Implement centralized levy issuance and payment processing in central office. 

Assess taxes against responsible party. To assess corporate officers and other individuals 
responsible for trust funds withheld from taxpayers and not remitted. 

Implement the option of using credit cards to collect debt. 

Increase other outside agency delinquent collections. 

Program Results: Increase compliance and make effective use of resources to support the 
department's activities and responsibilities. 

Enforced Collections 
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Program Title: Tax Operations- Property 

Program Ranking: 4 

Program Cost: State: 
Federal: 
Earmarked: 
Other: 
TOTAL: 

$1,501,818 

$120,214 
$1,622,032 
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Program Goals: This program is responsible for the administration and enforcement of the 
property tax statutes by collecting the State's portion of South Carolina Property Tax. It ensures 
that all such property required to be appraised is accurately assessed and certified for collection 
(the real and personal property of all manufacturers, public utilities, pipeline companies, motor 
carriers, and business personal property in the State). It assists and directs a program of 
reassessment and equalization of all real property of counties. 

It administers the equalization of property tax assessments among the State's 46 counties and 
provides technical assistance to county appraisers and assessors. It provides comprehensive 
technical appraisal and mapping assistance to all county governments. It improves the level of 
appraisal quality in the State through better control of assessment procedures. 

Program Objectives: Continue study of the fee in lieu laws and establish effective methods to 
convey the filing and compliance requirements to taxpayers, tax professionals, and political 
subdivisions. 

Hold regional workshops to include South Carolina Auditors, Treasurers and Tax Collectors 
(SCATTS), South Carolina Association of Assessing Officials (SCAAO), Comptroller General's 
Office (CG) and other county officials for the purpose of providing information about new 
legislation, disseminating and explaining new revenue rulings and procedures, and answering 
questions on ad valorem taxes. 

Make a uniform appraisal computer system available for all counties. 

Revise the property tax appeals procedure manual for county assessors and county appeal boards. 

Provide guidance to counties, municipalities, and school districts by providing on-line access to 
assessments and exemptions. 
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Develop a comprehensive cooperative program with South Carolina Auditors, Treasurers and Tax 
Collectors (SCA TIS), and South Carolina Association of Assessing Officials (SCAAO) 
Legislative Committee to introduce needed legislation. 

Increase site visits to county offices to include assessors, auditors and treasurers. 

Develop an information system to be used by counties who are under reassessment. 

Develop tracking system for all property appeals to allow for timely handling. 

Provide guidance to counties, municipalities, and school boards by providing on-line access to 
assessments and exemptions. 

Program Results: Improve compliance and provide quality customer service. 

County Changes to Business Personal Property File 
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Program Title: Regulatory 

Priority Ranking: 5 

Program Cost: State: $91,793 
Federal: 
Earmarked: $151,607 
Other: 
TOTAL: $243,400 

Program Goals: To register, license and maintain reports reflecting the activities of the video 
poker, bingo, and alcoholic beverage licensing areas. To insure compliance with the statutes and 
issue policy decisions affecting these industries. 

Program Objectives: Continue implementation of the compliance program for non-profit 
organizations with bingo licenses. 

Establish an ongoing training program for basic ABC law and video poker procedures for SLED. 

Develop and recommend bingo paper standards. 

Assist in implementation of video poker monitoring system. 

Establish new regulatory decisions and set forth best business practices for registration and 
licensing. 

Capture and maintain data related to video poker filings. 

Program Results: Increase compliance and provide quality customer service. 



Program Title: 

Program Rank: 

Program Cost: 
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Administration, including Executive, Office of General Counsel, Internal 
Audit, Human Resources, Training, Planning and Quality 

6 

State: 
Federal: 
Earmarked: 
Other: 
TOTAL: 

$5,358,631 

$208,900 
$5,239,007 
$10,807,538 

Program Goals: Increase taxpayer awareness of the benefits and responsibilities of tax 
compliance through public information, taxpayer education and assistance activities. Utilize 
information resources and technology as key strategic assets and manage these resources from an 
Agency-wide perspective. Continue emphasis on employee development and retention as a 
central factor in the Agency's ability to effectively serve the citizens. Strengthen the development 
of the organization by providing a strong foundation for directing tax administration into the 21st 
Century. The Administrative Division provides the basic support functions rendered by the 
Agency for Accounting, Budgeting, Internal Audit, Legal, Special Investigations, Tax Policy, 
Research, Human Resources, Planning, Quality, and Training. 

Program Objectives: Recommend legislation to correct technical errors, and to simplify and 
reduce the burden of compliance and administration of state laws. 

Improve local law enforcement's knowledge and skills in conducting fmancial investigations. 

Develop program to identify and prosecute tax protesters. 

Maintain a standard system to monitor bankruptcies and mortgage foreclosures to insure proper 
collection and accounting for funds received. 

Develop new brochures for customers. Update all existing publications to reflect changes in tax 
law and policy. 

Improve the fraud referral program through a pilot study of last year's Criminal Investigations 
Department (CID) referrals and investigation results to improve the quality of cases being 
referred. 

Increase stakeholder involvement in agency processes. 
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Actively solicit, record, and utilize customer comments through direct mail, phone solicitation, 
focus groups, and surveys. 

Prepare posters for our taxpayer service offices publicizing services available to our customers. 

Emphasize the development of uniform policy by preparing policy documents to provide 
guidance to the public, political subdivisions, other state agencies, and department employees. 

Provide reasoned and researched informal guidance on complex issues to the public, their 
representatives, political subdivisions, other state agencies and department employees. 

Review and expand the types of information (e.g., publications, letters, brochures, etc.) that could 
be made available on the fax-on-demand system or through the Internet. 

Reduce the time required to make payment to vendors. 

Continue implementation of commercial credit card purchasing. 

Explore and develop electronic transmission of operating expenditure payments. 

Improve reporting of accommodations tax and local option sales tax by utilizing mainframe file 
download capabilities to migrate existing report formats to proprietary spreadsheet generators. 

Continue and enhance the agency's mentoring program. 

Increase technical tax law and systems training in the agency. 

Pilot Intranet discussion groups (resource rings) to provide and develop expertise in complex 
issues of tax administration. 

Publicize the employee recognition and suggestion program (STAR), maintain a communication 
of STAR activities in existing department publications, and hold STAR rallies at headquarters 
and at least four of the taxpayer service center offices each quarter to recognize and reward 
employees. 

Enhance recruiting efforts by attending job and recruitment fairs. 

Plan and coordinate a Benefits Fair for communication of available state benefits to all 
employees. 

Track participation in the tuition reimbursement program to assist employees with educational 
programs. 
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Implement a variable work hours option for agency employees. 

Rewrite the employee policies and procedures handbook. 

Provide training in Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), and 
Employee Performance Management System (EPMS) rules and processes. 

Implement a program to better orient new employees to the agency's strategic plan, business 
functions, and organization. 

Design and pilot an executive leadership process that would enable managers to develop skills 
necessary to perform in an executive leadership role. 

Review the revenue officers and auditors career path. 

Perform follow-up internal audits to determine if auditee has implemented and/or corrected 
previous audit fmdings. 

Increase management site visits to all offices in the department. 

Continue implementation and refme the process of performance measurement in the agency. 

Progress Results: Continuously improve revenue processes, improve compliance, improve 
quality customer service, and provide an environment that will promote attracting, hiring and 
retaining the highest quality employee. 
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Customer Satisfaction With Service Provided 
*Asked Only Respondents Who Had Contact With The Department In The Past Year 
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• Somewhat Dissatisfied • Neither 

The customer satisfaction measure looks at customer service as measured by the University of 
South Carolina survey. The respondents who had contact with us overwhelmingly indicated in all · 
four years that they are satisfied with our services. 
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Average Collections Per Employee 
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Costs to Collect Each Dollar of Revenue 

APM#6-Adminlstrative -Cost-Collection Rev. Dollars 
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